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About This Game
Flash Point is a multiplayer First-person Shooter Game with a ton to offer.
MAIN FEATURES

Quick Play Matchmaking
Server Browser
Team Deathmatch, Free-For-All, Domination
4 Maps
In-Game Weapon Unlocks
Weapon Customization
2-12 Players per match
Large Arsenal of Weapons to Use
Chat System Team/All
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Flash Point is a First-Person Shooter Online game that lets you compete with players all over the world. Battle against players in
multiple terrains from outdoor environments to indoors. Epic battles allowing absolute chaos. With so many players to kill and
experience points to earn to unlock new weapons for battle what are you waiting for?
The game is centered around the idea of simplistic yet addictive gameplay. With multiple different game modes to play you can
pick your battles and fight in totally different scenarios. Earn weapons in this game to make you the best. Fight your way to the
top!
Progressive Ranking System
Challenges to customize your guns
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Title: Flash Point - Online FPS
Genre: Action, Adventure, Free to Play, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Early Access
Developer:
Aidan Gignac
Publisher:
Aidan Gignac
Release Date: 22 Mar, 2019

b4d347fde0
Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: Windows 7/8/10
Processor: Intel i3 or AMD equivalent
Memory: 4 GB RAM GB RAM
Graphics: Radeon™ RX 460 Graphics or Nvidia Equivalent
DirectX: Version 11
Network: Broadband Internet connection
Storage: 2 GB available space
Additional Notes: Requires a 64-bit Architecture

English
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A \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 rail jumper which requires absurd timing. Only for masochists and people who
have to much time on their hands.. I once visited Kykuit, the estate of the Rockefeller family\u2014possibly the wealthiest
family in human history. I thought it was so cool that they had a multi-story art museum in their house.
Now I have a multi-story art museum in my house. And so can you, for the very reasonable price of FREE.
Virtual reality is \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing awesome.. A nice rework of the original game and is true to my memory of the
game, a nice little puzzle game and a very easy way to pass the time.. DoA6 is a lot of fun. I'm always on the lookout for 3D
fighters like this, and I was surprised by how much fun I've had with DoA. For anyone who's dabbled in the Tekken or Soul
Calibur world, you'll be almost at home here, but there are two key gameplay differences: "holding" and options during stun.
In most fighters, you have one or maybe two characters with a parry move, something like Asuka from Tekken. Well, that's
basically holding, except in DoA every character has it and you have to do the correct hold based on if the opponent throws out
a high, mid-punch, mid-kick, or low. It sounds complicated, but actually you start to get used to it pretty quick after you just
jump in. For a newbie to the game like me, for example, I noticed there are patterns such as most launchers are highs and lots of
big strings start with mid-punches or kicks. Stuff like that. It adds a really interesting layer of complexity for me, because in
Tekken and SC, I got hyper-focused on juking the opponent into guaranteed high-damage combos, whereas here if you always
go for the same max-damage combo, you'll be the one paying for it when you get held!
It doesn't stop there though, because in case you hadn't guessed, holding isn't limited to "your turn;" you can hold in the middle
of an opponent's combo strings as long as you're grounded and not "fatally stunned". So you always have a comeback option,
which can lead to really epic moments for defenders and also attackers who are patient and mix up their chains to bait holds! It's
a lot of fun.
Now to address the cons and controversies. First, the sum total DLC is pricey as people say, just the same as DoA5. But it's not
NEARLY as bad as people are making it out to be, because you don't (and shouldn't) have to buy all of it. Just buy what you
want. I've spent $85 on the deluxe edition, one costume set, and Nyotengu, and I'm perfectly happy with that considering I'll
likely be spending upwards of 100 hours on the game.
Second, DoA6 isn't really "toned down" in terms of fan service, despite what mainstream media has claimed. The stuff is still
there, it's just not displayed front and center. I can't say one way or the other if that was a good marketing move on KT's part
(it's one of the big reasons I held off on the game, personally), but I can say I was pleasantly surprised to find the loyal DoA
Xtreme players haven't been entirely left out of the fun in the fighting games :P We do need certain win poses to come back
(I'm looking at Nyotengu and Tina), but eh. I'm EXTREMELY against culturally-influenced censorship, but if even someone
like me is happy with the product, you'll be fine. I wouldn't buy the game FOR fan service, but I would've said the same thing
about DoA5.
Third, I heard something about poor optimization, but... my experience has been exactly the opposite. I can play with full
settings on my laptop with a 1060 (middle of the line GPU, it's going for <$300 on Newegg at the time of writing). Was also
pleased that I could extend my laptop screen over HDMI to our projector screen and still run the game smooth as butter with no
noticeable input lag.
Finally, an actual con: playerbase is not high, as expected. I will say that as I've moved into B- rank, I'm starting to see more
players, but F to D- rank were painful especially at certain times of the day. Definitely more active during prime time
(5PM-10PM MST). I hope KT can rally some more players in somehow, and maybe we also have some fans still trickling in like
I did.
TL;DR - Main points:
-DoA6 is a professionally-made fighting game that provides some interesting twists on top of the gameplay found in popular 3D
fighters like Tekken and Soul Calibur.
-Optimization is good, I'm using an Geforce GTX 1060 in a laptop at highest settings.
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-The DLC is pricey, but is provided in piecemeal for those who don't want everything.
-The game still features an abundance of fan service for those who have come to love the recognizable character designs of the
girls over the years, whether it be in the old DoA fighters or DoA Xtreme. There's also spectator mode... ha.
-Playerbase is low, but around C rank I was able to find matches consistently during prime time within about 30-45 seconds of
searching (Edit: Past couple of days it's been more like 2min between matches...)
If you like 3D fighters, grab the "Core Fighters" version for free and give it a try!. First game.
-Skipped talking
-Run there to there
-Beheaded in five minute.
Second game.
-Listened accusations
-Tried to lie and denial
-Beheaded in thirty minutes.
Definetly will be convicted execution again. Great game.. If you're like me and had come here to see if it's any better than
ETS2, then let me tell you straight: it's not. BUT On The Road has the heart in the right place and given enough time in the oven
it could easily become much better than its forefather.
I have only played it for a short while and would like to share my first impressions and thoughts.
- The game feels a bit like someone just took an "ETS feature wishlist" and ticked most of the boxes. It retains the core features
whilst adding larger variety of truck types and ability to get out of the cabin and walk around.
- My first impression was "wow that's ugly" and "it feels like I'm driving on ice". After few minutes spent configuring graphic
options and controls (especially steering sensitivity) , the two mentioned above were replaced by "wow, it feels like a proper
simulation". OtR in my opinion has a better driving model and much better sense of scale. It's also much more immersive.
- The UI is hopefully a placeholder. Big buttons, even bigger notifications and tooltips, simple font, everything huge and in your
face. It also didn't scale properly into 4:3 format, as the edges were cut off. English translation could be a tad better: ex. "you're
running on low fuel" and "gearbox is in rack gear".
- It does look and feel simply unfinished. I can't quite put my finger on it but the signs are there. The traffic feels "wooden", the
AI is wonky, certain places look as if they were just put there five minutes ago and not yet revisited for polishing. Etc.
Obviously this is an EA title and with enough time will hopefully be addressed. Let's be honest, OtR has a 10+ years of
development time disadvantage.
If there was something I'd really like to see implemented it would be a proper damage model (there seems to be none atm) and,
more importantly, EXHAUST SMOKE and overall dirtiness of your truck.
To summarize: it has potential to become something great but at this moment I'd say buy it only if you want to support
development. It's stable and I very much intend to play it some more, but it needs much more time to fully shine!. A nice
revamp of the original Creeper World. While it's still a little rough around the edges, and much slower than later games, this is
the one that started it all. I remember first playing the demos on Kongregate, doing my best to outsmart the Creeper and figure
out the best strategy to activate the totems and escape to the next world.
Is it the best game out there? No, probably not. But it definitely is one of the best indie games I've ever played, and I've no
regrets in picking it up in the Steam Autumn Sale. I might get bored with it in time, even with all the challenge maps and user
created levels (not to mention the feature which creates a map based on the date you enter in!), but it'll last me a while yet. And
I've still got two more games to go through! Three, if you count Particle Fleet.
I definitely recommend giving this game a try. I don't know of any other strategy game out there like it. Fighting creeps and
minions is one thing. But fighting a literal flood of pure destruction? I imagine if it hasn't been copied already, it's only because
doing so would require more effort than most shovel-ware developers are willing to put in.
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Give it a try. Be careful, though. You might find it a bit addictive. You just might see the sunrise for the first time in years!
(Unless you play Civilization a lot. Then for you, it's Tuesday.). Unique Twist On RTS Genre
I've been looking for a game that would let me sink a lot of hours into a single experience in VR since the Vive was
released. I'm early in my time with this one, but having heard of this primarily as a console game, I thought this could
have some legs. It's looking like I was right so far! The RTS system is novel, building out your "empire" like nodes or a
web. It means you have to think about your placements as there's a heirarchy to what can build what. For example,
Outposts can build armouries, but armouries can't build outposts. So think ahead and make sure you have room for
expansion!
This may seem rambly, but I wanted to get some rough thoughts up so there weren't random complaints turning people
away from a solid RTS.
If you're a traditional gamer who likes strategy, this is a solid game. But if you own VR and have waited for a game to
sink your teeth into, this seems to be it. It's not a tutorial funneling you into multiplayer no one is playing (it does have
multiplayer, but it's cross-platform so it's likely to be much more vibrant). And it's not a 2 hour "experience" that is
exhilarating for a short afternoon, but then never touched again. This is a VIDEO GAME!
If you have an HTC Vive, get Siegecraft.. The game is very well made, lots of different goods to trade and the
consumption / production system makes for quite realistic markets. The pirates can be a real nuisance and made me
ragequit quite a few times but if you can sink your teeth into the game it's incredibly rewarding to grow your trading
company and your political stature.
You go from sailing port to port to building warehouses and offices and hiring captains to do your trading for you, to
climbing the political ladder in your town and beyond to... well I actually have no idea, I have 36 hours into the game
and I haven't even STARTED doing the underground / illegal jobs or gone beyond councilman.
Imagine you're buying starcraft 2 for 2 bucks in the year 2040, that's basically what you're looking at right now..
Really fun to play with your lady. However, it still has a few bugs that need fixing (game froze and crashed a couple
times, water jets and ice slicks stun you infinite sometimes). When it's finished we will love it!
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This game was better than expected. A few bugs here and there, but the developer updates the game often, so I think most will
be ironed out.. Pros:
+ Creepy atmosphere
+ Good music
+ Good voice-acting
+ Good character animations
+ The funky haircuts in the sheep shearing minigame
Cons:
- Unskippable, thus very frustrating puzzles and mini-games
- Low resolution, and the outside movement is shown from a top-down viewpoint, which doesn't look good at all
- Really dark environments & perpetual night throughout the whole game, which adds to the atmosphere, but makes it annoying
to try to find my way around the place
- Because of this blackness, top-down viewpoint and low resolution graphics, it's hard to see where the terrain ends, so it's easy
to fall off the edge of the cliff
- The end of the plot was disappointing, I hoped for some other explanation behind the events
The game is really difficult and has poor graphics for the entertainment value it provides. Having to wander in pitch black
darkness for half the game seems like a bad decision from the developers. The game could have been so much better if they did
the graphics in the same high quality as they did the sound design.. IT KICKS ME OUT WHEN EVER I TRY TO PLAY ANY
MATCH. Probably the best in the world and on steam.
. mk10 is easy when you get used too the controls its one of my faveirout games and i have 2 faveiruots fortnite and mk10
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